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The Ruby Rogers Center (Somerville, MA) which was named
in Ruby’s honor and just recently closed.
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Sidebar: What Happens When Someone is
Deemed ‘Incompetent’ but is Willing to Consent
to Taking Neuroleptic Drugs?

The Rogers Order is actually not just about
forcing someone who is refusing neuroleptic
(commonly referred to as antipsychotic) drugs
to take them. At its foundation, the Rogers
ruling is about whether or not someone is
capable of making an informed decision
(regardless of whether in alignment with doctors
advice or not). It’s a statement of competence
more than anything else, and thus even someone
who is willing to follow doctor’s orders where
neuroleptics are concerned should technically
only do so under a Rogers Order if they are
deemed unable to make independent decisions
for themselves.
Specifically, the Rogers ruling says:
“[H]owever, because incompetent
persons cannot meaningfully consent to
medical treatment, a substituted
judgment by a judge should be
undertaken for the incompetent patient
even if the patient accepts the medical
treatment"
Whether or not this level of enforcement is
desirable is another story, as it’s generally much
harder to get off a Rogers Order than to avoid
one altogether.
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Substituted Judgement and Extraordinary Treatment: Committee for Public Counsel Ser vices,
www.publiccounsel.net/mh/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2014/12/SUBSTITUTED-JUDGMENT-ANDEXTRAORDINARY-TREATMENT.pdf
Opposing Forced Drugging (Rogers Orders) in Massachusetts: Law Pr oject for Psychiatr ic Rights:
psychrights.org/states/Massachusetts/RogersOrders/RogersOrdersMemo.pdf
Substituted Judgement Law: Massachusetts Gener al Laws, malegislatur e.gov/Laws/Gener alLaws/Par tII/
TitleII/Chapter190B/ArticleV/Section5-306A
Ruby Rogers Helped Win Key Rights for Mentally Ill: Boston Globe, www..mindfr eedom.or g/kb/inmemoriam/ruby-rogers/helped-win-key-rights
Rogers Ruling: Massachusetts legislatur e, http://fr eedom-center.org/pdf/rogersruling.pdf
Substituted Judgement Doctrine Expands Beynd Life Prolonging Decisions—In re Guardianship of
Roe: Wester n New England Law Review, digitalcommons.law.wne.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
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